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Vinegar Down The Drain 1 cup vinger and 2 TB of baking soda will not only clean your drain and
elimainate odors,
it saves money on drano products
Seeds and nuts, both shelled and unshelled stay better and longer in the freezer
Nuts in the shell crack easier when frozen.
Nuts and seeds can used direct from the freezer.

Seeds & Nuts

Gatorade

Burns

Stuffy Nose

Achy Muscles

Sore Throat

Golf Ball Plug

Sand Removal

Shower Curtain

Did You Know that drinking two glasses of Gatorade can relieve headache pain almost
immediately-- without the unpleasant side effects caused by traditional "pain relievers?"

Did you know that Colgate toothpaste makes an excellent salve for burns?

Before you head to the drugstore for a high-priced inhaler filled with mysterious chemicals, try
chewing on a couple of curiously strong Altoids peppermints.
They'll clear up your stuffed nose.

Achy muscles from a bout of the flu? Mix 1 Tablespoon of horseradish in 1 cup of olive oil. Let
the mixture sit for 30 minutes, then apply it as a massage oil, for instant relief for aching
muscles.
Just mix 1/4 cup of vinegar with 1/4 cup of honey and take 1 tablespoon six times a day. The
vinegar kills the bacteria.

if you lose your bathtub plug use a golf ball instead it stays in place and rolls back in if dislodged

the trick for getting sand off hands and feet at the beach is sprinkle your limbs with baby
powder, the sand falls right off and you will smell good to.
shower curtain sticking rub with hair conditioner on the rod and the rings will flow across no
problem can use baby oil here to and it makes you bathroom smell clean baby fresh

How To Buy Shellfish

Lobster, whole clams, crabs, oysters and mussels must be alive. Lobsters and crabs should be
really lively, if they seem lethargic; don't buy. The muscles of live mollusks are difficult to pry
their shells open, so that's a good test if fresh. If scallops or oysters are already shucked and
clean smell them if possible first this helps know if fresh.

Mosquito Bites

De-Stink sneakers

Sharpen Scissors

Dab of bit of anti-perspirant on itchy mosquito bites. the
aluminum salts help reduce swelling.

Sprinkle baking soda inside shoes, place in a sealed
plastic bag and put in freezer overnight

Fold a large piece of aluminum foil up 3-4 times, then cut into
strips with your scissors.

Stop Algae in Birdbath

Add a small copper pipe or handful of pennies (minted
before 1982) to the water.

Loosen an Old Stiff Can Opener Run a piece of wax paper, which lubricates, through the
blades several times.

Icy Steps

For icy doorsteps in freezing temperatures: get warm water and put Dawn
dish washing liquid in it. Pour it all over the steps. They won't refreeze.

Fly or Bee Spray

Flies or bees bothering you? Spray them with hairspray and they will take a
quick dive. This does NOT work on wasp however.

Sealed Envelope Opener

Appliance Cord Storage

Put in the freezer for a few hours, then slide a knife under the flap. The
envelope can then be resealed.

Use Empty toilet paper rolls to store appliance cords. It keeps them neat
and you can write on the roll what appliance it belongs to.

Keep recipe books clean when cooking! What better way to save the pages of your cook books from
drips and spills than to use Glad Press'n Seal. When I find the
recipe that I want to use, I cover the page with the wrap. It
peals off nicely when finished!

Clever Uses for Coffee Grounds
Fertilizer: Spread grounds over flower beds containing acid-loving
plants such as azaleas and rhododendrons.
"Fridge freshener": Put dry grounds into an old margarine tub with
holes poked in the lid. Place the tub in the refrigerator to absorb
odors.
Odor-eliminator: Keep grounds in a can near the sink. Rub a small
amount over your hands after peeling onions, chopping garlic or
handling fish to get rid of the odor.

Uses for Packing Peanuts

Flower-pot drainage: Sprinkle the peanuts in the bottom of pots to provide
drainage for your houseplants.
Pet bedding: Stuff peanuts into an old zippered pillow cover to create a soft bed
for your dog or cat.
Air freshener: Put a handful of peanuts into a potpourri jar and spritz with your
favorite perfume to deodorize a room.
"Breakables" protector: Pour peanuts into plastic newspaper wrappers and tie the
ends. When you're traveling, use these bags to cushion the breakables in your
suitcase.

Mirror Cleaning

Take newspaper after cleaning your mirrors and wipe them again with
newspaper and you will have no streaks and a beautiful mirror!

No Fog
To keep your eyeglasses from fogging up, rub a foamy Barbasol-type shaving cream on
your eyeglasses and buff. Don't use a gel like Edge. It will make a mess. You can use the
same idea on the bathroom mirror if you have enough shaving cream.

Hemorrhoids
For those who need occasional Preparation H, use petroleum jelly instead. It works
great! But (pun intended) no double dipping. You don't want to contaminate your jar of
Vaseline!

Matching Bed Sheets
After drying my sheets, put both sheets and one pillowcase in the other pillow case.
Fold neatly in a square. Next time you change sheets, you just take the one pillow case
and all the sheets and pillow case are inside. No need to look for matches.

Crispy Crust Left Over Pizza
Heat up leftover pizza in a non-stick skillet on top of the stove, set heat to med-low and heat
till warm. This keeps the crust crispy. No soggy micro pizza. I saw this on the cooking
channel and it really works.

Deviled Egg Tip
Put cooked egg yolks in a zip lock bag. Seal, mash till they are all broken up. Add remainder
of ingredients, reseal, keep mashing it up mixing thoroughly, cut the tip of the baggy,
squeeze mixture into egg. Just throw bag away when done easy clean up.
Weed Barrier
Start putting in your plants, work the nutrients in your soil. Wet newspapers, put layers
around the plants overlapping as you go, cover with mulch and forget about weeds. Weeds
will get through some gardening plastic - they will not get through wet newspapers.

SQUIRREL's Be Gone
To keep squirrels from eating your plants sprinkle your plants with cayenne pepper. The
cayenne pepper doesn't hurt the plant and the squirrels won't come near it.

Chipped tooth or lost filling?

A polymer clay like Sculpey is a wonderful temporary fix 'til you can get to the
dentist. It is inexpensive, non-toxic and forms perfectly to your tooth. No more
raggedy edges to torment you until your appointment.
Too bad George Washington didn't know about this trick!

Hair Ball Remedy

Knife Storage

Weekly collect fresh bacon fat---just a small dish of the fat fresh every 7
days---put that dish of bacon fat at the cat feeding station
Cats will lick at the cold fat which works better than hairball medicine
---literally the cat gets greased

use the skinny space between your stove and counter top as knife storage
drop---handles up---

Face Wash w/No Hot Water
No hot water??? moisten your wash cloth with mouthwash...it tingles only a bit
...in fact its quite pleasant!
I had to take out a dishwasher and take it back to Lowes to get the
replacement...well turns out under my sink, the pipes are creative and with no DW
in place the hot water shoots across the room!!!!
So I was w/o hot water for a week! yikes ---luckily got some from the microwave
and well the mouthwash plus hot water was way better than the toilette method

Dryer Sheet Use
In your paper shredder shred a few dryer sheets with the paper that you are
shredding if you are using this for packaging material for shipping your ebay
products.
Benefit of this not only does it make the inside of the package smell good it
keeps the dust from collecting in the bottom of the receptacle that holds the
shredded paper.

Expanding Frosting

Flexible vacuum

Conditioner

Iron Scorched Clothing

When you buy a container of cake frosting from the store, whip it
with your mixer for a few minutes. You can double it in size. You
get to frost more cake/cupcakes with the same amount.
To get something out of a heat register or under the fridge add an
empty paper towel roll or empty gift wrap roll to your vacuum. It
can be bent or flattened to get into narrow openings.

Use your hair conditioner to shave your legs. It's a lot cheaper
than shaving cream and leaves your legs really smooth. It's also
a great way to use up the conditioner you bought but didn't like
when you tried it in your hair.

If anyone is still using an iron & scorches the item, take clean cloth
slightly dampened with hydrogen peroxide, lay this over scorch & then
iron until scorch is gone. So the cloth is between the shirt (or
whatever) & the iron.
I've used this trick many moons ago & it really works!

Plastic Wrap Storage

Store your plastic wrap in the freezer.
When you tear a piece off the roll it will not bunch up on you.

Wax Paper
The lining paper from cereal boxes make a great substitute for waxed paper.

To kill refrigerator odors put a small amount of vanilla on a cotton ball and place
it in the refrigerator.

Refrigerator Odor

Denture Cleaner

Painting Tip

Toenail Fungus

Face Blemish Removal

Puffy Eyes

Urinary Tract Infections

Clean dentures by soaking them overnight in white vinegar.

When painting, dip a 3 x 5 index card in the paint so it will be easier to
match at a later date.

Listerine therapy for toenail fungus....Get rid of unsightly toenail fungus by
soaking your toes in Listerine mouthwash. The powerful antiseptic leaves your
toenails looking healthy again.
Honey remedy for Skin Blemishes......Cover the blemish with a dab of honey
and place a Band-Aid over it. Honey kills the bacteria, keeps the skin sterile,
and speeds healing. Works overnight.
Eliminate puffiness under your eyes.....All you need is a dab of
preparation H, carefully rubbed into the skin, avoiding the eyes. The
hemorrhoid ointment acts as a vasoconstrictor, relieving the swelling
instantly.

Cure urinary tract infections with alka-seltzer. Just dissolve two tablets in a glass of
water and drink it at the onset of the symptoms. Alka-Seltzer begins eliminating
urinary tract infections almost instantly-even though the product was never been
advertised for this use.

Bee Killler

Slug Killer

Cleaning liquid that doubles as bug killer . If menacing bees, wasps, hornets, or yellow jackets get in
your home and you can't find the insecticide, try a spray of Formula 409.
Insects drop to the ground instantly.

Pouring salt on slugs kills them!

Put tape over your address labels so they don't smear or run if they get wet for printer ink
can run when wet.

Prevent Smears on Labels

Hair Spray Nozzle Clogged?

You've probably tried running hot water over your clogged
hair spray nozzle, but many times it just doesn't do the
trick. Get a bottle of rubbing alcohol out and dip the
nozzle into a little bit of it and let sit for a few
minutes. Wipe off and you're ready to spray. You won't
waste any hair spray

Preserving Lawn Mower Blades

Bathsalts

Before mowing your lawn, spray the underside of your
mower with cooking spray to keep grass clippings from
sticking. A buildup of debris can prevent the mower
from cutting properly and encourage rust.

Just pour three cups epson salts into a metal or glass bowl, in seperate container, mix 1 tablespoon
glycerin(available at drugstores) a few drops of food coloring(optional) and some of your favor
perfume blend well and slowly add to the epson salts, stirring until thoroughtly mixed. Store in a
sealed container and add it to your bath water for a relaxing treat.

To clean stains from inside thermos bottle by pouring in one tablespoon of uncooked rice and a cup
Thermos Bottle Cleaning
of warm water shake vigorously then rinse

Wood Floor Scuff Marks

If you have scuff marks try a little dap of crisco should whip them right away on hardwood floors

Floor Noise Removal

If you have squeaks on hardwood floors sprinkle talcum powder over the cracks and rub it in noise
should stop on those hard wood floors then!

Animals in Trash

if your having problems with dogs getting in your trash cans spray them with pine cleaner they
don't like the smell and can not smell what you tossed out as well either also helps keep that trash
can smelling fresh
And for raccoon problem in trash sprinkle cayenne pepper around the cans they don't like the
smell

Coke for Cleaning
If you put flat coke in your toilet before bed, in the morning just flush and the
bowl is clean.
Put coke on your stains in the garage or drive way over night and it will brake
down the stain.
and the last coke on I can think of:
Put coke on rust and then rub hard it will brake down the chemical compound of
the rust.

UnEven Baking
I have an electric oven that tends to heat unevenly. In order to keep the bottoms of things from
burning before the entire item is cooked through - I put an insulated cookie sheet on the rack below
or even right under the item I'm baking. It does make a difference.

Gasaline Smell on Clothes
My Father ran a gas station on Old Rt.66 for years. My mother had a remedy to remove the "Stink"
from his clothes: place the clothing in a large bucket of cold water. Add two cans of coke to the
water and a box of baking soda. Allow the clothes to soak for 24 hours. Then, hang the clothes on a
clothes line to air dry. Finally, place the dry garment into the washing machine and launder as
usual.

Cold Pack

Pour into a gallon freezer bag:
1 pint of rubbing alcohol
2 pints of water
(or you can use smaller bags and smaller amounts of liquids)
Double bag
Freeze 3-4 hours
When needed:
Place a cloth between cold pack and skin.
Use 20-30 minutes at a time.
This is reusable, the mixture does not become “hard like a rock” it stays “smooshy” and easy to place
on injuries...

Kool-Aid Stain Removal
Hey Kool-Aid! Do you have to be such a pain?
For the most part, anything that uses red dye can be a monster to deal with. Stains result when a foreign
agent lands on a porous surface- a 'porous surface' being a surface with microscopic holes and pits. When
these tiny holes and pits fill up with the red dye, it's a good idea to try and get it back out before it has a
chance to settle in for good. The sooner you can get to a stain, the better chance you'll have for getting it
out.
When it comes to dealing with Kool-Aid stains, the best thing to NOT do is press or rub on it. If the stain is
in a piece of clothing, try soaking it in a stain remover or other remedy. (Some recommend vinegar, others
recommend baking soda or a bowl with a couple tablets of denture cleaner.) Then launder as you normally
would.
If the stain is in carpet- and you can get to it immediately- remove as much of the Kool-Aid with a shop vac
and spray it down with a carpet cleaner. Cover the stain with a clean rag and then place an iron set on lowas not to damage the fibers of your carpet- on top of the rag for 15-20 minutes. (Remember not to press or
rub!) The heat will cause the red stain to soak up into the cloth. Repeat this process with as many clean rags
as necessary.
This may not get rid of the stain completely but will help to lessen or fade the stain, especially with regular
or repeated treatments over a period of time.

Earache
I grate a small onion
use a cotton ball to suck up the liquid
squeeze the liquid in your ear and leave your head tilted for about 3 to 5 minutes
and your earache should be gone....
Some use garlic instead of the onion.

Countertop Marker Removal
Permanent marker on appliances/counter tops (like store receipt BLUE)! Use
rubbing alcohol on paper towel.

SOS Pads

Opening Jars

Blood Stain Removal

Whenever I purchase a box of SOS Pads, I immediately take a pair of scissors
and cut each pad into halves. After years of having to throw away rusted and
unused and smelly pads, I finally decided that this would be much more
economical. And now a box of SOS pads lasts me indefinitely! In fact, I have
noticed that the scissors get sharpened this way!

Opening brand new jars can be a feat in itself. Well, I have found way to
make it the easiest thing to do. Instead of banging a jar of jam, pickles, etc.,
with a knife until it loosens up, I simply reach into the drawer and pull out
the handy nutcracker. It adjusts to the size of the jar and I simply give it a
good twist and off pops the lid!
Blood stains on clothes? Not to worry! Just pour a little peroxide on cloth and
proceed to wipe off every drop of blood. Works every time! Coke and/or
Dawn work pretty good too.

Remove Crayon Markings from Walls
Preserve Tupperware from Stains

A damp rag dipped in baking soda, or toothpaste(white).

Spray your Tupperware with nonstick cooking spray before you pour in
tomato based sauces and it won't stain.
Worcestershire Sauce: Scratched wood, use a cotton ball to apply it to the
scratched surface.

Repair Scratched Wood

Pour vinegar in sidewalk cracks or where ever weeds or unwanted grass is
growing. It will be dead in a couple of days.

Weed Killer

Remove wallpaper smudges by rubbing white chalk on them.
Chalk naturally absorbs dirt; simply brush off the chalk residue
with cloth and the smudge will come off with it.

Wall paper Smudge Removal

Make Your own Starch

Instead of spending money on store-bought spray starch,
make the real thing by adding 1 tablespoon of cornstarch to a
spray bottle full of warm water. Spray on shirts while ironing.

Mosquito Repellant
Rub a dryer sheet on yourself to keep mosquitos at bay.

Fire Starter

Grill Grate Cleaning

Want a easier way to start a fire in your fire pit/ fireplace? Collect
pine cones, dip in melted wax and let dry. Light one to start your
fire.
Love to grill but hate cleaning the grate? After grate cools lay it on your lawn. The dew
will help loosen the cooked on food/grease come off. Spray with cooking spray before
using or dip a paper towl into oil and wipe the grill grate down.

Deterrent for Ants
Did you know that cinnamon is a deterrent for ants?
Apparently ants hate the smell, so if you find yourself with an ant problem
just sprinkle cinnamon down. The best thing about this besides deterring
the ants, it is SAFE especially if you have children or pets.

Button Spare

Ever noticed how the "designer" clothing always has a spare button
sewn into a seam so it's easy to find. Keep a threaded needle handy and
each time your purchase clothing with the spare button in the little
plastic bag, take a minute and sew it into a seam. Voila!

Bug Bites
I got ant bites all over my hand by red ants AND my Grandma, she said get some Baking
soda, make a paste and put it on the bites .. I thought OK .. we will see,, lol
SO, I put my hand under the sink, got it wet first, THEN sprinkled the baking soda on it,
and made a bit of a paste into each bite and OMG It took away the sting and now they
are totally gone!! WOW
My aunt used this remedy from a spider bite and it worked wonders as well!
I told my Grandma she should bottle this up and sell it but she said she was not the 1st to
think of it!
Amazing things we learn from our elders!!!

SIP, SIP, AWAY!
Dehydration causes so many health problems, drinking plenty of water and other
fluids contributes to a healthy lifestyle.
Not all fluids are created equal. Go easy on beverages containing alcohol or caffeine
(coffee, tea, colas, and cocoa). They act as a diuretic increasing your urine
production, causing dehydration.
Don't drink carbonated fluids, they make you feel fuller than you really are, so you
may not drink as much as you should.
Nutritionist recommend drinking 6 to 8 cups of water a day. It is easiest to take sips
frequently throughout the day, than to guzzle it all at once.

Cleaning White Tile and White Grout Joints
I have been cleaning white tile and white grout joints this week. This is the formula I mixed
up and it works great!
In a bucket mix 1 gallon water, 1 cup bleach, and 1 cup Tilex.
I know on the bottle of Tilex it states not to mix bleach, but what the heck, it works great!

Here is the process I went through to get some really white tile and crack seams.
I saturated a wrag with the above mixture and put it on at least three by 12 tiles. Then, I
went back over these tiles with a light sprinkle of comet. Sit down and with a steel
scratcher, scrub only the tiles. If the grout lines are especially stained or dirty scrub the
grout. At the end of the last 3 X 12th tile, I went back with a bucket of clear water and
rinsed the tiles.
At first the tile and grout did not look as white as I wanted; however, in about a hour the tile
and grout lines kept getting whiter and whiter. Just like magic!

Josh Billings (1818 - 1885) "Quote"

"One of the greatest victories you can gain over someone is to beat him at politeness."

WD-40 Uses
Many, many non-slippery uses for WD-40 Oil. You might just be surprised:
• Removes scuff marks from ceramic tile floor
• Keeps metal wind chimes rust-free
• Removes crayon from walls
• Removes water spots from mirrors
• Lubricates hinge on pruning shears
• Lubricates screws on lawn furniture
• Cleans fiberglass bathtubs
• Prevents rust on swamp cooler nuts
• Removes tea stains from counter tops
• Removes crayon from carpet
• Lubricates sticky drawers
• Removes tape marks from the wall where posters hung
• Shines leaves of artificial houseplants
• Keeps snow from sticking to shovel
• Removes coffee stains on floor tiles
• Keeps hose ends from corroding
• Removes decals from bathtubs
• Removes old cellophane tape
• Removes crayon from shoes
• Cleans ashtrays
• Removes crayon from toys
• Cleans and protects underside of cast iron skillets
• Removes ink from carpet
• Cleans and protects antique kitchen tools
• Prevents mildew growth on fountain
• Removes marks from floors left by chair feet
• Removes crayon from chalk boards
• Eliminates static on volume and tuning control knobs
• Cleans candle soot
• Removes ink from blue jeans
• Removes rust from curtain rods
• Cleans bottoms of pots and pans
• Helps prevent rust on hide-a-key containers
• Cleans vinyl garage doors
• Cleans doggie doo from tennis shoes, lol
• Protects wrought iron from rust
• Removes tomato stains from clothes
• Prevets rust from forming on washing machines
• Keeps metal wire screens rust free
• Removes blue baked-on acrylic cover shields from acrylic windows
• Removes coffee stains and ink stains from leather
• Removes rust from chair feet
• Cleans smoke stains
• Removes lipstick from carpet
......................... And there are so many more....................

Noodle Match

Use a long noodle (as a match) to light a candle instead of a match.
Using a short match could burn your fingers, I have done many
times.
To get your bathroom / kitchen faucet super sparkly clean scrub it with
a toothbrush and tooth paste. Then wipe it down with a cloth and a
little water. works great everytime.

Clean Faucet

I have a 2 year old and the Mr. Clean magic eraser works
wonders on anything and everything!

Mr. Clean

Cornstarch for Baby

Use cornstarch instead of babypowder when the baby has a rash. It
helps clear up the rash quicker.

Sunburn
Use apple cider vinegar for SUNBURNS. Either pour over the skin or
soak a paper towel in the vinegar and dab on skin. Any type of vinegar
works but apple cider smells better. This cools the skin down and if the
burning sensation comes back just reapply!

Cleaning Computer Monitor
Never use Windex. While LCDs have glass inside them, they are coated with an optical film, and
the chemicals in glass cleaner (namely ammonia) can damage that film. That film can also be
easily scratched, so don't use paper towels or any dry cloth other than microfiber or other lint-free
cloth either. Also, as with a TV, be sure to turn the device off before you try to clean it and until it
is totally dry, as any liquid can cause a short.
You can try mixing your own ammonia-free LCD cleaner. You could start with plain water, but
use distilled water. I've also read that you can add a little white vinegar or vodka to the water to aid
the cleaning, but I've never tried that personally.
Nice smooth cloth works wonders!

ALL-PURPOSE POTTING SOIL MIX
3 parts peat (screened)
Peat is a natural organic material that helps soil retain air and moisture by increasing pore space.
Aged, pulverized bark can be substituted.
2 parts perlite (horticultural grade)
Made from volcanic material, perlite is a light aggregate that provides aeration, increases drainage, and
absorbs little water.
2 parts topsoil (screened and sterilized)
A complex mixture of minerals, organic materials, microorganisms, and pores filled with air and water.
You can purchase sterilized topsoil, or sterilize your own from screened soil from your garden. To
sterilize soil, place it in a shallow pan on your outdoor grill, until temperature of soil reaches
160°F to 180°F (use an old meat thermometer).
1 part vermiculite
Vermiculite is derived from mica; it provides aeration and, unlike perlite, absorbs water.
1 part #3 coarse sand (not beach or play sand, which is too fine)
Helps with drainage and aeration of soil; adds weight to keep pots stable.
1/4 part charcoal (horticultural grade)
Keeps soil slightly alkaline and absorbs any dissolved salts in the soil; helps provide aeration and
drainage.
To 2 gallons of the above ingredients, add: 1 cup bonemeal
Adds nutrients and phosphorus, necessary for good root and flower formation.
10 tablespoons Dolomitic lime
Helps balance pH of mix.
14-14-14 Osmocote (follow package instructions to determine amount)
A time-released fertilizer; adds essential nutrients for good plant growth.
Mix ingredients thoroughly, and transfer to covered storage container. Lightly moisten mixture when
ready to use.

Flea Killer

Kills fleas instantly. Dawn dishwashing liquid does the trick. Add a few drops to your dog's
bath and shampoo the animal thoroughly. Rinse well to avoid skin irritations. Good-bye fleas.

Arthritis Pain Relief
Quaker Oats for fast pain relief....It's not for breakfast anymore! Mix 2 cups of Quaker Oats and 1
cup of water in a bowl and warm in the microwave for 1 minute, cool slightly, and apply the mixture
to your hands for soothing relief from arthritis pain.

Paintbrush softener

Soak the paintbrush in hot white distilled vinegar, and then wash out with warm,
sudsy water.

Lego Cleaner

Easiest way to clean Lego toys (may not work on MegaBlocks or Tyco as the plastic
is cheaper) is to soak them in Oxy-Clean, then put the Lego toys in a cloth bag and
wash through your dishwasher or clothes washer on the cold cycle. This will remove
caked up dirt and dust...the solution for the OxyClean should be 5 parts water to one
part detergent. No heat as this might misshapen the toys.
This is especially good if you get a hand me down collection and want to sanitize the
toys...

Stainless Steel Appliance Cleaning

Wood Floor Cleaner
Toilet Cleaner

When I worked for Sears in the major appliance department, we
cleaned the stainless steel appliances with WD-40 to remove
fingerprints and other dirt. This also lubricates the steel and
makes it look brand new.

I own an inn and of course have to keep it neet and clean. I find the old
fashioned things the best and non-toxic like vinegar and water for
wood floors and a very inexpensive hand held steam cleaner which
cleans toilets like nothing else and saves you money like crazy. No
toxins to boot!!

Denture Tablet Cleaner
Corning Ware and toilets both can be cleaned by dropping in two denture tablets on the
toilets let stand over night
for the corning ware let stand 30 to 45 minutes.

Clean Dryer Trap

I wipe out the dryer trap after each use with the used dryer sheet from that load.
It seems to wipe the trap better than dry fingers

Cake Tester

Use a strand of uncooked spaghetti to test a cake for doneness when a
toothpick isn’t long enough.

Boot Shaper

Empty rolls from wrapping paper or paper towels inserted into tall boots help
retain their shape

Lint Storage

Bread Bags

I use an empty tissue box on the back shelf above my clothes dryer to "deposit"
the lint from the dryer trap.
I save bread bags. I use one each week when I clean out the frig the day before
trash pick up. It helps reduce leakage.

Knife Storage

Keep all knives and any other kitchen sharp utensils in a specified
drawer. When you go in that drawer, you know everything is sharp and
can be more cautious. All the other kitchen drawers you won't have to
worry so much about accidentally cutting yourself on an unseen sharp
item. I call mine the "sharps drawer"

Poison Ivy/Oak Stings

drinking Alka Seltzer takes the sting out of poison ivy/oak

Broken Lightbulb Removal
Use a potato to remove a broken lightbulb!

Alka-Seltzer
What you can do with Alka-Seltzer:
-Clean a toilet-drop in two Alka-Seltzer tablets, wait twenty minutes, brush, and flush. The
citric acid and effervescent action clean vitreous china.
-Clean a vase-to remove a stain from the bottom of a glass vase or cruet, fill with water and
drop in two Alka-Seltzer tablets.
-Polish jewelry-drop two Alka-Seltzer tablets into a glass of water and immerse the jewelry
for two minutes.
-Clean a thermos bottle-fill the bottle with water, drop in four Alka-Seltzer tablets, and let
soak for an hour (or longer, if necessary).
-Unclog a drain-clear the sink drain by dropping three Alka-Seltzer tablets down the drain
followed by a cup of Heinz White Vinegar. Wait a few minutes, then run the hot water.

More Vinegar Uses
My mother used to use vinegar for a multitude of things. To this day the smell of vinegar is
pleasant and nostalgic for me. If it doesn't smell good to you, you can use apple cider
vinegar ~ the smell isn't so strong.
It's very good for softening skin, relieving sunburn or rashes, eliminating dandruff
completely (rinse after your vinegar rinse to get the smell out), arthritis relief on hands,
removing stale odors & rust stains. And so many more things:
Prolong the life of pantyhose:
Add one tablespoon of vinegar to the rinse water when hand washing, and your pantyhose
will last longer.
Repel ants: Use a spray bottle or mister filled with a solution of equal parts vinegar and
water around door jambs, window sills, water pipes, and foundation cracks.
Remove decals, stickers, bumper stickers:
Soak a cloth in vinegar and cover the decal or bumper sticker for several minutes until the
vinegar soaks in. The decals and bumper stickers should peel off easily.
Prevent ice from forming on windshields:
Coat the window with a solution of three parts vinegar to one part water.
Clean food-stained pots and pans:
Fill the pots and pans with white vinegar and let stand for thirty minutes. Then rinse in hot,
soapy water.

Tub Toys - Organized Use the plastic net packaging that oranges come in to keep tub toys organized.
We do this with the grandkids' toys. It keeps them neat and tidy plus they drip
dry if you hang the bag from the shower head.

Watermelon Pizza

Watermelon for children. Cut a piece of watermelon all the way around until
it looks flat like a plate about one inch thick. Lay it on a plate and then cut
into pieces like a pizza. So easy for little fingers to hold and enjoy!

Night time Coughing We all know about Vicks® VapoRub® which says it relieves your cough so you can
breathe easier with its powerful, medicated vapors that begin to work quickly. I just
got an email that reads:
The scientists at the Canada Research Council discovered that to stop nighttime
coughing in a child (or adult) rub Vicks® VapoRub® generously on the bottom of the
feet at bedtime, then cover with socks. Even persistent, heavy, deep coughing will stop
in about 5 minutes and stay stopped for many, many hours of relief. Works 100% of
the time and is more effective in children than even very strong prescription cough
medicines. In addition, it is extremely soothing and comforting and they will sleep
soundly.

Lipstick Removal from Clothing
You can get rid of lipstick stains by applying some non-gel toothpaste to the mark. Rub the
toothpaste well into the garment, then wash as usual.
If this doesn´t work, try using a dry-cleaning solvent. To do this, put the item down on an
old towel, apply the solvent and use an edge of the towel to soak up solvent and stain. Put it
through the wash as normal. If any color remains, try using ammonia and water.

White Distilled Vinegar Uses
No-wax floors:
To wash no-wax floors, add ½ cup of white distilled vinegar to a half-gallon of
warm water.
Carpet stain removal:
A mixture of 1 teaspoon of liquid detergent and 1 teaspoon of white distilled
vinegar in a pint of lukewarm water will remove non-oily stains from carpets.
Apply it to the stain with a soft brush or towel and rub gently. Rinse with a
towel moistened with clean water and blot dry. Repeat this procedure until the
stain is gone. Then dry quickly, using a fan or hair dryer. This should be done as
soon as the stain is discovered.
Windows & Walls
Streakless windows:
Simply wash with a mixture of equal parts of white distilled vinegar and warm
water. Dry with a soft cloth. This solution will make your windows gleam and
will not leave the usual film or streaks on the glass.
Washing woodwork:
You can ease the job of washing painted walls, woodwork and Venetian blinds
by using a mixture of 1 cup ammonia, ½ cup white distilled or cider vinegar
and ¼ cup baking soda with 1 gallon of warm water. Wipe this solution over
walls or blinds with a sponge or cloth and rinse with clear water. Dirt and grime
comes off easily and the solution will not dull the painted finish or leave
streaks.
Water or alcohol marks on wood:
Stubborn rings resulting from wet glasses being placed on wood furniture may
be removed by rubbing with a mixture of equal parts of white distilled vinegar
and olive oil. Rub with the grain and polish for the best results.
Kitchen
Garbage disposal cleaner:
Garbage disposals may be kept clean and odor free with vinegar cubes. Vinegar
cubes are made by filling an ice tray with a mixture of 1 cup of vinegar and
enough water to fill the ice tray and then freezing it. Run the mixture through
the disposal, and then flush it with cold water for a minute or so.

Wine stains:
Spots caused by wine can be removed from 100 percent cotton, cotton polyester
and permanent press fabrics if done so within 24 hours. To do it, sponge white
distilled vinegar directly onto the stain and rub away the spots. Then clean
according to the directions on the manufacturer's care tag.

Upset Stomach
This one came from our dd's pediatrition:
When your little one has an upset tummy and can't keep any food down, give them a very
small sip of canned Peach syrup - it must be the regular syrup, not fruit juice or low sugar.
Wait to see if they keep it down for 15 minutes, then do another sip. Keep doing this but
add a little more and lessen the time in between sips if they're doing well.
This is the same as the old Coke Syrup that our parents gave us, but handy and much
cheaper.

Cast Iron Pot Cleaning
Keep your cast iron pots "seasoned". Don't ever use dishwashing soap on them. Use a
paper towel to clean first. Then sprinkle a little salt into the pot. Use another paper towel to
remove caked on food.

Burn Removal on Furniture

Cucumber Peels

A white toothpaste works well on small light burns on your
furniture, just rub it in and the burn will go away.

Cucumber peel is great to get rid of household ants.

Lemon peelings, orange peeling, lime peelings are grate to put in your

Lemon, Lime, Orange Peelss garbage disposal, for the wonderful smell.
Let it be the last thing you put in when running the disposal.

3% Hydrogen Peroxide Uses
1. Take one capful (the little white cap that comes with the bottle) and hold in your mouth for 10
minutes daily, Then spit it out. No more canker Sores, and your teeth will be whiter without
expensive Pastes. Use it instead of mouthwash.
2. Let your toothbrushes soak in a cup of peroxide to keep them free of germs.
3. Clean your counters and table tops with peroxide to kill germs and leave a fresh smell. Simply put
a little on your dishrag when you wipe, or spray it on the counters.
4. After rinsing off your wooden cutting board, pour Peroxide on it to kill salmonella and other
bacteria.
5. For foot fungus spray a 50/50 mixture of peroxide and water on them (especially the toes) every
night and let dry.
6. Soak any infections or cuts in 3% peroxide for five to ten minutes several times a day.
7. Fill a spray bottle with a 50/50 mixture of peroxide and water and keep it in every bathroom to
disinfect without harming your septic system like bleach or most other disinfectants will.
8. Tilt your head back and spray into nostrils with your 50/50 mixture whenever you have a cold, or
plugged sinus. It will bubble and help to kill the bacteria. Hold for a few minutes, and then blow
your nose into a tissue.
9. If you have a terrible toothache and cannot get to a Dentist right away, put a capful of 3%
peroxide into your mouth and hold it for ten minutes several times a day. The pain will lessen
greatly.
10. And of course, if you like a natural look to your hair, spray the 50/50 solution on your wet hair
after a shower and comb it through. You will not have the peroxide-burnt blonde hair like the hair
dye packages but more natural highlights if your hair is a light brown, faddish, or dirty blonde. It
also lightens gradually, so it's not a drastic change.
11. Put half a bottle of peroxide in your bath to help Rid boils, fungus, or other skin infections.
12. You can also add a cup of peroxide instead of bleach to a load of whites in your laundry to
whiten them. If there is blood on clothing, pour it directly on the soiled spot. Let it sit for a minute,
then rub it and rinse with cold water. Repeat if necessary.
13. I use peroxide to clean my mirrors. There is no smearing, which is why I love it so much for

Beach Trip Tips

When you head to the beach be sure to take a big bottle of water in addition to your drinking water.
This one is to rinse your feet as you hop into the car. A squirt top helps your aim.
For tar on feet (or whatever) use lamp oil. It comes in convenient bottles, smells nicer than gas or
kerosene, and does a wonderful job of cleaning. Just dispose of the rags or paper-towels very
carefully as they are flammable.
We usually take along a large mesh bag (even a mesh fruit bag) to put our shells and "mermaid's
tears" into and a plastic bag to pick up trash as we go. Save the planet and gather treasure as you
go.
-"Most things cost big bucks, but you can Purr FREE!"

Paper Plate Cutting Board
Use a paper plate instead of a cutting board - no washing, no worries
about bacteria hiding in the crisscross cuts on your wooden board
(save it for bread or to serve crackers and cheese), no searching
through the cabinets to find your cutting board.

Soap Scum Removal

Wilted Celery

To clean soap scum use shampoo. Or use dish washing liquid mixed with
Bon Ami or Barmaids Friend. Make a paste with water and let sit for 5
minutes then scrub off with a new kitchen scrub pad.

If your celery has wilted, place it into a pan with ice water - it will perk up and you
can cut it to serve with veggie dip.

Candle Holder Wax Free

To prevent wax from melting and sticking to the inside of a candle holder,
pour a bit of water in the holder, then place the candle on top. If you're
there's already wax stuck inside your candle holder, pop it in the freezer for
an hour. The wax will chip right off

Special thanks to all those that donated tips to this ebook!
I would like to invite you now to be a part of our next ebook!
We are a group within the eBay Community and we have plenty of room for more members!
You can also join the group and pick up copies of all of our previous ebooks which all contain
Resale rights!
My motto is: “There is Plenty of eBay for us All to be Blessed and Prosper”

